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(57) ABSTRACT 

Systems and methods consistent With the present invention 
use a remote-control device to retrieve digital images from 
portable digital memory and transmit the digital image to a 
computer, a network, or another remote-control device. A 
user inserts the portable digital memory into a the remote 
control device and broWses the digital images stored in the 
portable digital memory. Upon the user’s instructions, the 
remote-control device transmits the digital image, preferably 
using an infrared transmitter. The user can also receive 
digital images from a computer, a network, or another 
remote-control device. A user inserts the portable digital 
memory into the remote-control device and the remote 
control device receives a digital image, preferably using an 
infrared receiver. Upon the user’s instructions, the remote 
control device stores the digital image into the portable 
digital memory. 
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR IMPROVED 
DIGITAL IMAGE CONTROL 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[0001] The present invention is directed generally to con 
trolling digital images, and in particular, to a portable 
remote-control device for displaying, transmitting, and 
receiving digital images. 

BACKGROUND OF THE ART 

[0002] Digital cameras store images in digital memory, 
typically a portable digital memory such as a Memory 
StickTM, a “digital ?lm,” or a “?ash memory card.” Digital 
cameras, hoWever, often have limited image vieWing capa 
bilities. Therefore, a user must often remove the portable 
digital memory from the camera and transfer it to a computer 
to vieW images. This limits the practicality of such devices 
because computers are typically expensive and are often 
bulky. 
[0003] Some digital cameras include an infrared transmit 
ter to transfer images to the computer for storing or vieWing. 
This connection is typically limited and impractical because 
using the infrared transmitter typically requires the user to 
place the camera Within a feW feet of the receiving computer. 

[0004] Therefore, it is desirable to have an image vieWing 
device that is portable like a digital camera, but With the 
vieWing capabilities of a computer. It is also desirable to be 
able to transmit digital images Without the limited transmis 
sion range of current digital cameras. 

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION 

[0005] The advantages and purposes of the invention are 
set forth in part in the description that folloWs, and in part 
are obvious from the description, or may be learned by 
practice of the invention. The advantages and purposes of 
the invention are realiZed and attained by means of the 
elements and combinations particularly pointed out in the 
claims. 

[0006] A method consistent With this invention for retriev 
ing and transmitting a digital image on a portable remote 
control device including a transmitter, comprises the stages 
of detecting a connection of a portable digital memory to the 
remote-control device, retrieving a digital signal represent 
ing the image from the portable digital memory, and trans 
mitting the digital signal using the transmitter. The method 
may further include displaying the image on a display in the 
remote-control device. 

[0007] A method consistent With this invention for receiv 
ing and storing a digital image on a portable remote-control 
device including a receiver, comprises the stages of detect 
ing a connection of a portable digital memory to the remote 
control device, receiving a digital signal representing the 
image using the receiver, and storing the digital signal into 
the portable digital memory. The method may also include 
displaying the image on a display in the remote-control 
device. 

[0008] An apparatus consistent With this invention com 
prises a portable remote-control device including means for 
detecting a connection of a portable digital memory to the 
remote-control device, means for retrieving a digital signal 
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representing a digital image from the portable digital 
memory, and means for transmitting the digital signal. The 
apparatus may also include means for displaying the image 
on a display in the remote-control device. 

[0009] An apparatus consistent With this invention com 
prises a portable remote-control device including means for 
detecting a connection of a portable digital memory to the 
remote-control device, means for receiving a digital signal 
representing a digital image, and means for storing the 
digital signal into the portable digital memory. The appara 
tus may include means for displaying the image on a display 
in the remote-control device. 

[0010] The summary and the folloWing detailed descrip 
tion should not restrict the scope of the claimed invention. 
Both provide examples and explanations to enable others to 
practice the invention. The accompanying draWings, Which 
form part of the detailed description, shoW one embodiment 
of the invention, and together With the description, explain 
the principles of the invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0011] The accompanying draWings, Which are incorpo 
rated in and constitute a part of this speci?cation, illustrate 
several embodiments of the invention and together With the 
description, serve to explain the principles of the invention. 
In the draWings, 

[0012] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a digital image control 
system consistent With this invention; 

[0013] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of components of a 
remote-control device consistent With this invention; 

[0014] FIG. 3 is a ?oWchart of a process consistent With 
this invention for retrieving and transmitting an image With 
a remote-control device; and 

[0015] FIG. 4 is a ?oWchart of a process consistent With 
this invention for receiving and storing an image using a 
remote-control device. 

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE 
INVENTION 

[0016] Reference is made in detail to the exemplary 
embodiments of the invention, examples of Which are illus 
trated in the accompanying draWings. Wherever possible, 
the same reference numbers are used throughout the draW 
ings to refer to the same or like parts. 

OvervieW 

[0017] Systems and method s consistent With this inven 
tion alloW the use of a remote-control device to retrieve 
images from portable digital memory, display them, and 
transmit them to a computer, a netWork, or another remote 
control device. Auser can insert the portable digital memory 
into the remote-control device, causing the device to display 
an image stored in the portable digital memory. The device 
prompts the user and the user can broWse the images stored 
in the portable digital memory. The user can then transmit 
the image using a transmitter, preferably an infrared trans 
mitter, to a computer, a netWork, or another remote-control 
device. Preferably, the user can transmit the image from the 
remote-control device to the receiver from across a large 
room. 
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[0018] Systems and methods consistent With this inven 
tion also allow the use of a remote-control device to receive 
images from a computer, a network, or another remote 
control device, then display them, and store them into the 
portable digital memory. The user inserts the portable digital 
memory into the remote-control device. The device receives 
an image via the receiver, preferably an infrared receiver, 
and displays the image. The device prompts the user to 
determine Whether the user Wants to store the image. If the 
user does, the device stores the image into the portable 
digital memory. 

HardWare 

[0019] FIG. 1 is a diagram of a digital image control 
system consistent With this invention. The system contains 
portable digital memory 102, Which in one embodiment 
comprises a digital ?lm. One suitable digital ?lm that can be 
used is a Memory StickTM available from Sony. Conductive 
contacts 104 on the portable digital memory 102 enable it to 
communicate With external equipment, such as remote 
control device 200. 

[0020] Remote-control device 200 includes a keypad 206 
With a “previous” key 112 and a “next” key 110. Remote 
control device 200 may transmit infrared radiation 108 to an 
infrared receiver 114, Which is external to remote control 
device 200. The infrared radiation 108 transmitted by device 
200 is strong enough so that infrared receiver 114 can 
receive information from remote-control device 200 from 
across a large room. For example, device 200 should be able 
to transmit to a receiver 114 that is 2-5 meters aWay. In one 
embodiment, remote control device 200 and receiver 114 
may use IrDA DATA, an infrared communications protocol 
Well knoWn in the art, to communicate With each other 

[0021] Infrared receiver 114 may be connected to a com 
puter 116, and in turn computer 116 may be connected to a 
netWork 118. NetWork 118 may comprise a Wired netWork 
such as the Internet or an intranet, or any equivalent netWork 
such as a Wide area netWork, a local area netWork, or a public 
or private Wireless netWork. Computer 116 may be any type 
of computer, including a personal computer, laptop com 
puter, Workstation, etc. Receiver 114 may correspond to an 
infrared receiver in another remote-control device similar to 
the remote-control device 200 displayed in FIG. 1. 

[0022] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of components of a 
remote-control device 200 consistent With this invention. 
Remote-control device 200 contains a display 204, a keypad 
206, a controller (or microprocessor) 208, a memory 210, a 
portable digital memory reader 202, and an infrared trans 
mitter 212 and receiver 214. The portable digital memory 
102 connects to remote-control device 200 through portable 
digital memory reader 202. Keypad 206 contains control 
keys for operation of the remote-control device 200, e.g., the 
“previous” key 112 and “next” key 110 (shoWn in FIG. 1). 
Memory 210 contains a remote-control device application 
program 216, Which executes in controller 208 and controls 
the various functions of the remote-control device 200, 
including those consistent With this invention. All compo 
nents 202, 204, 206, 210, and 214 connect to controller 208, 
Which controls the components to implement the function 
ality of the invention. 

[0023] In another embodiment, the portable digital 
memory comprises a smart card. A smart card is the siZe of 
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a credit card and has a built-in integrated circuit (IC) 
microcontroller. The smart card also contains electrically 
erasable programmable read only memory (EEPROM) that 
could store digital images. One suitable microcontroller 
based single-Wafer IC that can be used in a smart card is 
available from Motorola Corporation (model no. 
MSC1014). Conductive contacts on the microcontroller 
enable the smart card to communicate With external equip 
ment. Preferably, smart card 102 is constructed in accor 
dance With international standard ISO 7816. 

Procedure 

[0024] FIG. 3 is a ?oWchart of a process consistent With 
this invention for retrieving and transmitting an image using 
remote-control device 200. Initially, a user connects portable 
digital memory 102 to remote-control device 200 (stage 
302) by inserting portable digital memory 102 into portable 
digital memory reader 202. Controller 208 then retrieves the 
next digital signal representing a digital image stored in 
portable digital memory (stage 304). The ?rst time stage 304 
is executed, the next image is the ?rst image. Controller 208 
may display the image on display 204 (stage 306). If the user 
Wishes, the user may perform a desired process on the image 
(stage 307), such as editing, modifying, or renaming. The 
user may broWse the images stored in portable digital 
memory 102. For instance, the user may press the “next” key 
110 (stage 308) to vieW the next image (stage 304). The user 
also could press the “previous” key 112 (stage 310) to vieW 
the previous image. The process continues to Wait for the 
user to press “next” key 110, or “previous” key 112 (stages 
308 and 310). 

[0025] If the user instructs controller 208 via keypad 206 
to transmit the image (stage 314), controller 208 transmits 
the image currently displayed via infrared transmitter 220 
(stage 316). After transmission of the image, process 300 
ends, but may be restarted if the user desires. 

[0026] In an embodiment Where the portable digital 
memory 102 includes a smart card, controller 208 retrieves 
the stored digital image from the smart card. Controller 208 
does this by sending one or multiple READ BINARY 
commands to the smart card microcontroller. The READ 
BINARY command is outlined in international standard ISO 
7816. According to this standard, controller 208 performs 
communication betWeen controller 208 and the smart card 
through Application Protocol Data Unit (APDU) commands, 
including WRITE BINARY and READ BINARY Control 
ler 208 may also use commands other than READ BINARY, 
such as a higher-order commands in an application program 
interface. 

[0027] FIG. 4 is a ?oWchart of a process 400 consistent 
With this invention for receiving and storing an image using 
remote-control device 200. To begin, a user connects por 
table digital memory 102 to remote-control device 200 
(stage 402) by inserting portable digital memory 102 into 
portable digital memory reader 202. 

[0028] Controller 208 receives a digital image signal, 
preferably via infrared receiver 214, and displays it on 
display 204 (stage 406). If the user Wishes, the user may 
perform a desired process on the image (step 407), such as 
editing, modifying, or renaming. At this point, the user may 
vieW it and decide Whether to store it into portable digital 
memory 102 or not (stage 408). If the user decides to store 
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the image, the system does so (stage 410). Process 400 ends, 
but may restart if the user desires. 

[0029] In an embodiment Where the portable digital 
memory 102 includes a smart card, controller 308 may store 
the image signal by sending one or multiple WRITE 
BINARY commands to the smart card. The WRITE 
BINARY command is outlined in international standard ISO 
7816. Controller 208 may also use commands other than 
WRITE BINARY, such as higher-order commands in an 
application program interface. The smart card stores the 
digital image as alloWed by ISO 7816. 

[0030] Remote-control device application program 316 
eXecutes in controller 208 and controls the retrieve and 
transmit process 300 and the receive and store process 400. 
It also may prompt the user so that the user may instruct 
remote-control device 200 to store an image (stage 408), 
display the neXt image (stage 308), display the previous 
image (stage 310), or transmit an image (stage 314). 

[0031] It is apparent to those skilled in the art that various 
modi?cations and variations can be made to the construction 
of remote-control device 200 Without departing from the 
scope or spirit of the invention. For example, remote-control 
device 102 could be con?gured to receive and transmit 
information via radio communication or a physical connec 
tion. 

[0032] It also apparent to those skilled in the art that 
various modi?cations and variations can be made in user 
interface of device 200 of this invention Without departing 
from the scope or spirit of the invention. For instance, the 
user could access a menu structure to eXecute commands. 

Further, device 200 could include a touch screen instead of 
a keypad. Or, device 200 could include thumb dial, also 
knoWn as a Jog DialTM. In one embodiment, the thumb dial 
could replace or supplement the neXt and previous keys. 
Also, performing the desired processes (stages 307 and 407) 
may include printing an image on a printer attached to 
device 200. 

[0033] It is apparent to those skilled in the art that various 
modi?cations and variations can be made to the construction 
of computer 116 Without departing from the scope or spirit 
of the invention. For eXample, computer 116 could be a 
television, a printer, or any consumer electronic device. 

[0034] The description of the invention is not meant to 
limit the invention. Instead it provides eXamples and eXpla 
nations to alloW persons of ordinary skill to appreciate 
different Ways to practice the invention. The folloWing 
claims de?ne the true scope and spirit of the invention. 

1. Amethod for retrieving and transmitting a digital image 
using a portable remote-control device including a transmit 
ter, said method comprising: 

detecting a connection of a portable digital memory to the 
remote-control device; 

retrieving a digital signal representing the image from the 
portable digital memory; and 

transmitting the digital signal using the transmitter. 
2. The method of claim 1, including the stage of display 

ing the image on a display in the remote-control device. 
3. The method of claim 1, Wherein the portable digital 

memory includes a Memory Stick, and Wherein the detect 
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ing a connection stage includes the stage of detecting an 
insertion of the Memory Stick into a Memory Stick reader. 

4. The method of claim 1, Wherein the portable digital 
memory includes a digital ?lm, and Wherein the detecting 
the connection stage includes the stage of detecting an 
insertion of the digital ?lm into a digital ?lm reader. 

5. The method of claim 1, Wherein the portable digital 
memory includes a smart card, and Wherein the detecting the 
connection stage includes the stage of detecting an insertion 
of the smart card into a smart card reader. 

6. The method of claim 1, Wherein the transmitting stage 
includes the stage of transmitting the digital signal using an 
infrared transmitter. 

7. The method of claim 1, Wherein the transmitting stage 
includes the stage of transmitting the digital signal through 
a netWork connected to the remote-control device. 

8. The method of claim 1, Wherein the transmitting stage 
includes the stage of receiving a signal from a user-input 
device on the remote-control device. 

9. The method of claim 1, including the stage of receiving 
the transmitted digital signal at a computer. 

10. The method of claim 1, including the stage of receiv 
ing the transmitted digital signal at a computer in a netWork. 

11. The method of claim 1, Wherein the stage of trans 
mitting includes the stage of transmitting the digital signal 
effectively farther than 2 meters. 

12. A method for receiving and storing a digital image 
using a portable remote-control device including a receiver, 
said method comprising: 

detecting a connection of a portable digital memory to the 
remote-control device; 

receiving a digital signal representing the image using the 
receiver; and 

storing the digital signal into the portable digital memory. 
13. The method of claim 12, including the stage of 

displaying the image on a display in the remote-control 
device. 

14. The method of claim 12, Wherein the portable digital 
memory includes a Memory Stick, and Wherein the detect 
ing stage includes the stage of detecting a connection of the 
Memory Stick into a Memory Stick reader. 

15. The method of claim 12, Wherein the portable digital 
memory includes a digital ?lm, and Wherein the detecting 
stage includes the stage of detecting a connection of the 
digital ?lm into a digital ?lm reader. 

16. The method of claim 12, Wherein the portable digital 
memory includes a smart card, and Wherein the detecting the 
connection stage includes the stage of detecting an insertion 
of the smart card into a smart card reader. 

17. The method of claim 12, Wherein the receiving stage 
includes the stage of receiving the digital signal using an 
infrared receiver. 

18. The method of claim 12, Wherein the receiving stage 
includes the stage of receiving the digital signal through a 
netWork connected to the remote-control device. 

19. The method of claim 12, Wherein the storing stage 
includes receiving a signal from a user-input device on the 
remote-control device. 

20. The method of claim 12, including the stage of 
transmitting the received digital signal at a computer. 

21. The method of claim 12, including the stage of 
transmitting the received digital signal at a computer in a 
netWork. 
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22. The method of claim 12, wherein the stage of receiv 
ing includes the stage of receiving the digital signal from 
farther than 2 meters from the source. 

23. An apparatus comprising: 

a portable remote-control device including 

means for detecting a connection of a portable digital 
memory to the remote-control device; 

means for retrieving a digital signal representing a 
digital image from the portable digital memory; and 

means for transmitting the digital signal. 
24. The apparatus of claim 23, including means for 

displaying the image on a display in the remote-control 
device. 

25. The apparatus of claim 23, Wherein the portable digital 
memory includes a Memory Stick, and Wherein the portable 
digital memory reader includes a Memory Stick reader. 

26. The apparatus of claim 23, Wherein the portable digital 
memory includes a digital ?lm, and Wherein the portable 
digital memory reader includes a digital ?lm reader. 

27. The apparatus of claim 23, Wherein the portable digital 
memory includes a smart card, and Wherein the portable 
digital memory reader includes a smart card reader. 

28. The apparatus of claim 23, Wherein the transmitting 
means includes means for transmitting the digital signal 
using an infrared transmitter. 

29. The apparatus of claim 23, Wherein the transmitting 
means includes means for transmitting the digital signal 
through a netWork connected to the remote-control device. 

30. The apparatus of claim 23, Wherein the transmitting 
means includes means for receiving a signal from a user 
input device on the remote-control device. 

31. The apparatus of claim 23, including means for 
receiving the transmitted digital signal at a computer. 

32. The apparatus of claim 23, including means for 
receiving the transmitted digital signal at a computer in a 
netWork. 

33. The apparatus of claim 23, Wherein the means of 
transmitting includes means for transmitting the digital 
signal effectively farther than 2 meters. 
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34. An apparatus comprising: 

a portable remote-control device including 

means for detecting a connection of a portable digital 
memory to the remote-control device; 

means for receiving a digital signal representing a 
digital image; and 

means for storing the digital signal into the portable 
digital memory. 

35. The apparatus of claim 34, including means for 
displaying the image on a display in the remote-control 
device. 

36. The apparatus of claim 34, Wherein the portable digital 
memory includes a Memory Stick, and Wherein the portable 
digital memory reader includes a Memory Stick reader. 

37. The apparatus of claim 34, Wherein the portable digital 
memory includes a digital ?lm, and Wherein the portable 
digital memory reader includes a digital ?lm reader. 

38. The apparatus of claim 34, Wherein the portable digital 
memory includes a smart card, and Wherein the portable 
digital memory reader includes a smart card reader. 

39. The apparatus of claim 34, Wherein the receiving 
means includes means for receiving the digital signal using 
an infrared receiver. 

40. The apparatus of claim 34, Wherein the receiving 
means includes means for receiving the digital signal 
through a netWork connected to the remote-control device. 

41. The apparatus of claim 34, Wherein the storing means 
includes means for receiving a signal from a user-input 
device on the remote-control device. 

42. The apparatus of claim 34, including means for 
transmitting the received digital signal at a computer. 

43. The apparatus of claim 34, including means for 
transmitting the received digital signal at a computer in a 
netWork. 

44. The apparatus of claim 34, Wherein the means of 
receiving includes means for receiving the digital signal 
from farther than 2 meters from the source. 


